HOFSTRA PR STUDENTS GET ACCESS TO AMEX

Delilah N. Owens

On one Friday in early April, forward thinking group of PR students from Hofstra University traveled to downtown Manhattan in order to attend an informational session to American Express, a company which prides itself on bringing its customers’ access. Around 20 students took advantage of this opportunity that was given to them via Professor Berman, and around 20 students left the AmEx offices with not only valuable information but great professional advice.

After checking in and receiving breakfast, the visit begins at a light breakfast in one of the company’s conference rooms. The students were greeted by Judy Tenzer, Vice President of the Department of Corporate Social Responsibility, who explained the schedule for the day, which included a series of speakers and a lunch. She also gave background information on American Express. Tenzer then proceeded to present the first employee speaker Sarah Meron who spoke about public affairs and communication. Meron presented the concept of branding and how American Express offers access, which she said in “getting into places where you would normally be unable to get into.”

Including Meron, the line-up of speakers were given on practically every area of corporate public relations one could think of. Another employee, Meredith Hahn, spoke about the company’s volunteer programs. American Express has a mentor program set up with Big Brothers Big Sisters, a national youth mentoring organization. The company performs pro-bono work and also offers employees the opportunity to volunteer as a group with Habitat for Humanity. Other areas of public relations which were discussed were crisis management, social media, global communications, and investor relations. The company also has internal executive communications through its own magazine, similarly to an online company magazine as well as an internal company magazine. The company also has internal/public relations as well as how it can be achieved in a positive corporate environment.
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As you walk along the halls of Dempster on a Wednesday around 6 p.m., you may hear the echoes of the same hustle-and-bustle of voices and equipment that is common in the newsrooms of celebrated names like CBS and Fox. The sounds are coming from the Newscast 35 team, an ensemble of students from the RTVF 14 class, as well as other prospective news anchors, reporters, producers and directors.

Newscast 35, is the brainchild of Hofstra’s Radio Television Digital News Association (RTDNA), which was formerly known as the Radio Television News Director Association. The fully student-operated newscast, which is broadcast live on Hofstra’s Channel 14, as well as on YouTube, was known as PrideWatch to Hofstra sports junkies before the name was changed back to RTDNA’s executive board in Spring 2010.

“We wanted to make sure that people understood that this was a newscast, not just a sportscast,” explained Alicia Alford, Newscast 35’s news director and RTVF 14 president. PrideWatch was known primarily as a 5-minute segment of news, sports and weather. Now under the new moniker, the newscast has expanded to 10-minutes and includes a business segment and an in-depth feature story segment called “Alica Reports,” which is hosted by Alford.

The newscast is split up into two blocks, with a commercial break in between the shows. The first block, known as Block A, covers local news in Hofstra and the surrounding area, as well as relevant state and national stories to the community. Stories on business are also included in this block and it wraps up with weather, before launching into the commercial break. After the break, Block B is dedicated to cover Hofstra PrideWatch. Alford and James Lenger, the executive producer, and Professor Roth, directly adjacent to this great exhibit was “Eleven Tears” an 11-sided granite memorial that has a 600 pounds of crystal as its centerpiece which suspends from the second floor ceiling where water droplets drip down, representing tears. It is dedicated to the 11 American Express employees who lost their lives on 9/11.

Through this trip, Hofstra students received an opportunity to catch a glimpse of a truly great company, and to better understand what successful corporate public relations are as well as how it can be achieved in a positive corporate environment.
We are committed. The exhibit will have the class had one more major project this spring semester and have accomplished truly remarkable things. Pajama Program is a non-profit organization that provides new pajamas and other gifts to children in need, making dreams of a warm and cozy night and a good night’s sleep a reality for many children. Last year, the class had a successful event for the Pajama Program.”
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The Students for Showtime campaign, publicized and promoted by Schweers, held Event” at an American Heritage Student Center Theater where Seasons 2 of both Nurse Jackie and United States of Tara are still in college? Nicholas Schweers said that he did not let the challenges of college affect his studies. “I’m at a civil war fort not getting paid to do this for a year. The others are in Spanish. Two Senior Film’ers, Sean Emer and Kyle Lipari, said that in one instance when they were filming, they were at a beach for almost 10 hours “in about three-degree January weather.” Another moment which they said was their “biggest shot” took place “all night at a civil war battery with a generator truck and 12,000-watt HM lights.” “I remember thinking, ’I’m at a civil war fort not getting paid to do this and were shooting a zombie pizza party,’” Emer recalled. But it is those moments that enrich the experience of producing senior film projects and if you do not love it and go for great lengths for it, it will not survive in the industry. Schweers is responsible for promoting and branding Showtime on campus. He has created a Facebook group, called Showtime-PRestige, that has also interviewed dozens of students for their testimonials about Showtime and its promotions.
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